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Suggested discussion questions for Luna Tango 
Harlequin MIRA (Australia) 

 
When Dani first arrives in Argentina she has no intention of finding her mother 
but as Dani’s journey progresses, she changes her mind. How much influence do 
you believe Carlos had on her decision?  
 
Stella kept her true identity a secret for decades. Do you think she was right in 
doing so or should she have been upfront when Iris first started dancing tango and 
was confused as to why it had such a tight hold on her? Do you think Iris would 
have still gone to Argentina? 
 
Iris leaving her husband and five-year-old Dani had a major influence on all their 
lives. How do you feel about Iris leaving her family to pursue tango? Do you think 
it had an effect on Iris’s husband’s health like Dani believes? And how different 
do you think Dani’s life would have been had Iris ditched her dream and stayed 
with her husband and daughter? 
 
How did you feel about Louisa wanting to stay and help Eduardo through his 
illness even though she was madly in love with Roberto? Do you think there was a 
lot of guilt attached to her staying because of what happened to her grandfather?  
 
Do you think Louisa was right to flee Argentina? Why or why not? 
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Entrega is spoken about by the characters—when everything comes together so 
perfectly and a special magic takes over. Have you ever experienced moments of 
personal entrega where the stars have aligned for you? If so, can you give an 
example and what led up to that moment? 
 
What did you think about the relationship between Dani and Carlos? Is it possible 
for people from different cultures to have a successful relationship? How do you 
think the differences can strengthen or weaken their bond? 
 
Stella and Iris often talk about tango being a curse on their family. Do you believe 
this is the case? Or do you think it was genetics or a series of decisions that shaped 
their futures and relationship with tango? 
 
Do you believe a love can be so strong it can live through the decades, even if the 
person isn’t with their lover, like it did with Louisa and Roberto? Can you give 
any real life examples? 
	
Under the Spanish Stars, Alli’s next novel, will be released in February, 2016 


